Previously we demonstrated the effectiveness of the recently developed q-jumping molecular dynamics simulation method ͑q-jumping MD͒ in vacuo for fast conformational searches and optimization purposes. In this work we attempt to further investigate the conformational searching capability of this new scheme by applying it to folding problems of helical peptides containing fully charged side chains in an implicit water. With a slightly modified q-jumping MD method using the all-atom empirical force field and its generalized Born solvation model, the current simulations at Tϭ300 K all lead to fast helix folding with broad potential energy fluctuations, starting from their extended ͑linear͒ conformations. The present study demonstrates that this new MD scheme greatly enhances the rate of conformational changes, making it possible to explore low energy conformations of peptides in aqueous environments in a reasonably short time. Therefore, the all-atom based theoretical prediction of native solution structures of more challenging systems, such as helix bundles, ␤-sheets, and even small proteins may be a realistic possibility.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been significant progress in developing efficient molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ and Monte Carlo ͑MC͒ algorithms to enhance conformational space sampling for biological systems. Such advances in new simulation strategies were discussed in great detail by Berne and Straub, 1 and extensive computer simulation studies of protein folding and unfolding were reviewed by Shea and Brooks. 2 Recently another powerful MD scheme ͑dubbed q-jumping MD͒ 3 for fast conformational searches was developed based on the Tsallis generalized effective potential. The concept of the generalized effective potential is originated from the generalized statistical mechanics formulated by Tsallis, 4, 5 and Andricioaei and Straub 6, 7 first extended this idea to their MC-based simulation studies of a small peptide and an atomic cluster. The q-jumping MD is a straightforward application of the q-jumping MC method of Andricioaei and Straub to a constant temperature MD scheme. As was explained by the previous paper, 3 a unique feature of the new MD method is the nonphysical jumping procedure, by which MD simulations proceed by running on the effective potential energy functions Ū q (r), switching between qϭ1 and q Ͼ1 with a given probability. As a result, this new MD scheme produces a fictitious dynamics with non-Boltzmann distributions, but tends to explore low energy conformations of complex systems significantly faster than the conventional MD. Previously, using the all-atom CHARMM22 force field, 8 we successfully predicted a complete ␣-helix structure of a simple 16-residue helical peptide without fully charged side chains in 300 ps ͑Ref. 8͒ and accurate binding modes of several protein-ligand complexes in 2 ns. 9, 10 Although these previous results appear to be promising, all the simulations were carried out in vacuo. Thus, for more realistic conformational searches of peptides and small proteins in aqueous media, it is essential that solvation effects be considered in the q-jumping MD strategy. In this work, the solvent effects were approximately incorporated by using the generalized Born ͑GB͒ implicit solvation model originally proposed by Still and co-workers. 11 The GB solvation model provides a computationally efficient and accurate representation for computing molecular solvation effects and also has the advantage of dealing with multiple charged solutes with arbitrary molecular surfaces. Thus this study introduces the GB solvation model to the q-jumping MD scheme and tests this new strategy for ab initio ␣-helix folding problems of an alanine-based peptide 3K͑I͒ with the sequence of acetyl-AAAAKAAAAKAAAAKA-amide. The 3K͑I͒ peptide contains its positive charge on the three lysine residues and is known to be predominantly ␣-helical in water. 12 This paper demonstrates the powerful conformational searching capability of the q-jumping MD scheme, using the CHARMM22 force field 8 and the GB solvation model parameterized for the force field. 13 The q-jumping MD scheme is applied to the helix folding problems of the 3K͑I͒ peptide in an aqueous solution at room temperature.
II. METHOD
The current q-juming MD scheme employs the generalized effective potential Ū q (r N ) introduced by Andricioaei and Straub,
where ␤ϭ1/k B T and ⑀ is an arbitrary energy-shift parameter.
In principle, q is a real value, but it is limited here to qу1 for practical purposes. In Eq. ͑1͒, U(r N ) is an empirical potential energy function and related to Ū q (r N ) by the simple mathematical transformation ͑q-transformation͒. As was shown in Fig. 1 , the Tsallis transformation of a potential energy function for a given qϾ1.0 effectively reduces potential energy barriers. Therefore, Ū q (r N ) displays a more delocalized and smoother pattern as q increases from 1.0 to larger values. At the limit of qϭ1.0, U(r N ) is recovered. It is of note that the canonical sampling of Ū q (r N ) in Eq. ͑1͒ results in the generalized distribution proposed by Tsallis P q (r N ),
where Z q is the generalized configurational partition function. The generalized distribution P q (r N ) reproduces the Boltzmann distribution, as q approaches 1. In general, any empirical potential energy functions that include an implicit solvation term U solv (r N ) can be written as
where U b (r N ) and U nb (r N ) are the bond and the nonbond interaction energy terms, respectively. Note that U nb (r N ) consists of both van der Waals and electrostatic interaction terms. Usually the nonbond interaction term plays an important role in triggering major conformational changes. In a similar way to the previous studies, Ū q (r N ) in Eq. ͑1͒ is constructed by applying the transformation in Eq. ͑1͒ to only the nonbond interaction term U nb (r N ). Then, the overall generalized effective potential Ū q (r N ) is
In Eq. ͑4͒, the preservation of stationary points, such as local minima and transition states are not guaranteed. In fact it is possible to apply the q-transformation to the entire potential energy function. The transformation of all the potential energy terms preserves the stationary points, but the inclusion of the bond energy term produces unphysically large values of bond lengths and angles of molecules. Since the transformation in Eq. ͑4͒ can effectively reduce nonbond energy barriers of a solute molecule, it can be applied for developing a potential energy tempering scheme to accelerate the conformational searches. The q-jumping MD method is implemented, such that in the constant temperature MD simulation, at every time interval , a q value is randomly ͑and independently of any previous value of q͒ selected to be either qϭq*(Ͼ1), with a probability P J , or qϭ1, with a probability 1Ϫ P J . Therefore the time dependence of the q value may be best described by a pulse sequence, as schematically shown in Fig. 2 . The resulting Ū q , specified by either qϭ1 or qϭq*, provides the forces for the MD run for a period until the next jumping decision time. 14 This q-jumping procedure results in modified equations of motion with scaled nonbond interaction forces,
where ␣ q (␤,r N ) is a scaling function defined as
͑6͒
The scaling function in Eq. ͑6͒ depends on the nonbond energy levels of the solute molecule. Thus the force components from the nonbond energy term are more scaled in high energy states than in low energy regions. In practice, in order to maintain the effectiveness of the present MD method, the choice of q* and ⑀ is particularly important. Unfortunately it is not possible to determine the optimal values of q* and ⑀ a priori. In the generalized statistical mechanics, 6,7 both q* and ⑀ are related to an effective temperature by
In the q-jumping MD scheme, however, any practical relations between the nonbond energy levels and the q-jumping parameters have not yet been established to achieve an optimal performance. Therefore some test runs are necessary to obtain suitable values of q* and ⑀. In particular, the ⑀ value not only affects the performance of the current MD scheme, but also serves to avoid any possible singularity in the q-transformation. Thus the lower bound of the nonbond energy term needs to be deduced from the magnitude of the nonbond energy term by running a normal ͑or high temperature͒ MD for several ns. ͑Note that the accurate determination of the lower bound is not possible nor required.͒ Starting from the rough estimate of the lower bound of the nonbond energy term, one can determine initially targeted ⑀ and q*, such that they can give a scaling function with a reasonable scaling range by plotting Eq. ͑6͒ from the low to the high nonbond energy regions. Then more refined values of ⑀ and q* can be obtained in trial and error by monitoring several short time q-jumping MD trajectories ͑at most a couple of ns͒. This procedure can be repeated if necessary. Devising more efficient schemes to obtain q-jumping parameters will be a relevant subject for future studies. In fact it is interesting to see if the parameters could be self-adjusted during the actual production of the q-jumping MD based on energy values and conformational fluctuations. In the present work, several q-jumping MD runs, which were externally coupled to the Berendsen's thermostat 15 at Tϭ300 K, were carried out with a time step of 1.0 fs. In the simulations of the 3K͑I͒ peptide, all the nonbond interactions were included to recover the full GB solvation energy. After some preliminary test runs as described above, the q-jumping parameters q*ϭ1.0004, ⑀ϭ20.0 kcal/mol, and ϭ1.5 ps were chosen. In Fig. 3 , with the present choice of q* and ⑀, the scaling function in Eq. ͑6͒ is plotted from the low to the high nonbond energy states exhibited by the current q-jumping MD run. As was shown in Fig. 3 , the scaling factors are 0.92 and 0.75 in the low and the high nonbond energy ends, respectively. Thus the current scaling function seems reasonable in effectively reducing the magnitude of the nonbond force in the high energy ͑barrier͒ regions, while some degree of force scaling is still allowed in the low lying energy states.
Although the q-jumping parameters were not optimally chosen, they all led to reasonably good performances in regard to conformational space searches. The simulations employed a typical value of P J ϭ0.15 to control the q-jumping frequency. The SHAKE algorithm 16 was used for all the simulations to fix the bond distances consisting of the hydrogen atom.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We carried out several independent 15 ns q-jumping MD simulations for the 3K͑I͒ peptide, starting from its extended conformation. All the test MD runs, which had different random numbers for generating the initial velocities, led to accelerated helix formation and exhibited consistent folding/ unfolding events of 3K͑I͒. One of the trajectories in our test simulations and its potential energy profile are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4 , a complete folded state begins to appear at 1.4 ns, and then diverse helical conformations are observed during the simulation. In addition, a well-defined left-handed helix is found at 13.8 ns, which is similar to the new type of helix pattern, L -helix. 17 The observation of the rare L -helix in solution is indeed intriguing, but it is energetically less stable than the ␣-helix ͑right-handed͒ by as much as ϳ10 kcal/mol. Therefore, the L -helix in the 3K͑I͒ peptide is most likely a minor conformation in water. A recent molecular dynamics simulation 17 showed that a polyalanine peptide in vacuo could exist in an unusually stable left-handed helix ( L -helix͒, when both terminal ends of the peptide were fully charged. This result directly motivated us to further investigate whether in the aqueous condition the left-handed helix can be a stable conformer by modifying two terminal conditions. We have replaced the neutral N and C terminal of 3K͑I͒ with NH 3 ϩ and CO 2 Ϫ , respectively, and carried out the same folding simulations for the 3K͑I͒ peptide with the new terminal patches. The L -helix conformations for this new peptide were easily identified by the current simulation method. In this case, the L -helix is energetically comparable to the ␣-helix, implying that it may be marginally stable in solution. Figure 5 displays that the low potential energy region ͑р10 kcal/mol͒ of the 3K͑I͒ peptide is repeatedly explored by the q-jumping MD. The corresponding conformations in the low energy end contain various types of relatively stable helices, including ␣-helix, -helix, and admixture of ␣-and -helices. Although the potential energy differences in these helices turn out insignificant, the admixture type of ␣-and -helices seems to be most stable.
The previous simulation study 3 demonstrated that, in vacuo, the q-jumping MD accelerated the folding of ␣-helix by a factor of more than 20 compared to the conventional MD. In solution phase, however, potential energy barriers of in vacuo peptides tend to be reduced by the solvation effects. Hence the q-jumping MD in solution may not reduce folding time as much as in vacuo. For the purpose of comparison, in addition to the q-jumping simulations, we also performed the conventional MD run at Tϭ300 K for the same system but we have not observed helical conformation within the same simulation time. Clearly, this new MD scheme improved the conformational searching capability in solution as well as in a vacuum. However, it is beyond the scope of this paper to compare the current scheme with other existing simulation methods by rigorously evaluating performance of each method. The earlier in vacuo simulation study 3 showed that two distinctive low and high potential energy profiles were observed in the q-jumping MD trajectory. The high energy profile was created by pumping the solute molecule into its highly exicted nonbond energy states with the q-pulse sequence. Figure 6 showed that in the presence of solvation, however, the highly excited nonbond energy states were systematically quenched by the compensating GB solvation term. ͑Note that the fluctuation of the GB solvation term is induced by the excitation of the nonbond energy states.͒ As was also shown in Fig. 6 , the nonbond energy and the GB solvation terms tend to cancel. Thus the systematic compensation of the GB and the nonbond terms causes the total ptoential energy fluctuation to be less significant than in a vacuum. Nevertheless the easy access to the high nonbond energy states of the peptide makes it possible for the q-jumping MD to facilitate exploring various low energy conformations of the 3K͑I͒ peptide without being trapped in local minima, as was evidenced in Fig. 4 . Considering the possibility that the GB solvation term can also make an important contribution to conformational changes, the solvation term as well as the nonbond energy term can be applied to the q-transformation. The investigatiaon on this issue is currently ongoing.
Recently, a novel MC-based catalytic tempering ͑CAT͒ method 18 was proposed for the efficient sampling of the Boltzmann distribution. In principle, the CAT method shares a common feature with the q-jumping MD scheme in that both methods employ tempering of potential energy functions. Although the present MD method itself may not reproduce canonical distributions, it can easily be combined with the hybrid MC/MD ͑HMC͒ ͑Ref. 19͒ or the extended Lagrangian method 20 to correct the biased distributions. In particular, we plan to investigate the computational efficiency of these methods using the concept of the generalized effective potential. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The previously developed q-jumping MD scheme 3 was tested for the solution-phase helix folding problem. Using the all-atom empirical force field and the GB solvation model, this study demonstrated that one cannot only accelerate the rate of the helix formation of the 3K͑I͒ peptide, but also can observe reversible folding/unfolding events in a reasonably short time. Therefore this scheme can be an effective conformational searching strategy to predict native structures of biomolecules and binding modes of protein-ligand complexes in solution. Motivated by our success in the area of accelerated folding of the helical peptide in the solution phase with the all-atom force field, we are currently using this new MD method to investigate more complex problems, such as ␣-helix bundles, ␤-sheets, and small protein folding.
